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EDITOR’S SUBTEXT
Don’t ever Forget

IMCZ
Introducing…new members

THE IMCZ WELCOMES:
Pierre Hayoz is an “expat” from
the French part of Switzerland.
He was born in 1959 in
Neuchâtel and grew up in the
Canton of Fribourg. His wife
Corine and two children moved
to the Canton of Zug in 1992 for
professional reasons and we
have been living in Hünenberg
since then. He is a certified
Specialist for Finance and
Accounting and spent many
years in Executive positions
in the area of controlling,
accounting and treasury
management with large U.S.,
Canadian and Italian public
companies. He has set-up his
own company PRH Consulting
whose scope is to provide a large
spectrum of corporate services
to cross-border corporations.
He practices regularly all kind
of sports, he likes travelling
and appreciates relaxed
conversations with people of
different backgrounds and
experiences.
Robert Andrade hails from
the USA, speaks English and
Spanish, lives and works in
Zug in the field of technology,
networking and finance.
Henning Mortensen comes
from Denmark speaks Danish,
German and English.
His hobbies include road
biking, mountaineering and
the Viking age.
Ciro Attilio Nocerino is Italian,
speaks Italian, English, Spanish,
French, Portuguese and Arabic.
His hobbies include tennis,
movies and reading.
Continued on page two...

At long last the cold long nights and short days of winter are over,
giving way to green pastures and blossoming trees. Time to get out
your motorbikes and enjoy the breathtaking nature in this beautiful
country. I belong to the same group of people who can’t wait to
make a motorbike tour on the first warm and sunny day. To those who
are similarly inclined, I like to remind them not to forget to prepare
their motorbikes after the long winter recess. It will cost some time
and money but it is well worth it, check the oil, tyre pressure and
brake fluid. Brakes are life saving and they must always be in top
condition. What is even more important, you will surely be no longer
in form to drive a motorbike after being out of practice for 5 months.
For this purpose the resourceful Swiss have a neat solution which
has grown into a nice tradition. Every year on May the 8th the
Motorradclub of Cham-Hagendorf holds an event which everyone
can participate in, for getting owners back in form for riding
their motorbikes. Check the following link and come along:
www.cham.ch/de/vereine/anlaesseverein/welcome.php?
action=showevent&event_id=293638
Enjoy the summer months
and have a safe ride.
Lars Bertrams
IMCZ Vice President
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Stammtisch with Bernard Bauhofer and team, held in the
Stammtisch of Thursday April 16th in the Walchwiler Saal, Park Hotel.
Thanks to Ermano this turned out to be a very successful event. There is a
television footage one it which you can view at www.zug-tv.ch/
Expat Expo, held on Sunday April 18th at the Lorzen Saal in Cham. Patrick,
Muthan, Max and Paulo manned our stand which was next to the ZIWC’s stand.
We hope that through our presence there many new members shall join.

future events

• April 27th • Pool (25% discount to IMCZ members) at Tennis and Squash Center Cham.
• May 4th, 11th, 18th, June 8 • Pistol Shooting with live ammunition. Organised by Max Leyherr
• May 06th • New Members Reception, instead of Stammtisch. Free Apéro
• May 15th • Seleger Moor Experience the magic of nature! Check www.seelgermoor.ch
• May 25th • Pool (25% discount to IMCZ members) at Tennis and Squash Center Cham.
• June 29th • Pool (25% discount to IMCZ members) at Tennis and Squash Center Cham.
• July 27th • Pool (25% discount to IMCZ members) at Tennis and Squash Center Cham.
• August 31st • Pool (25% discount to IMCZ members) at Tennis and Squash Center Cham.

REMEMBER The Stammtisch
every Thursday evening 18:00–20:00
Join us in the Walchwilersaal
at the Park Hotel in Zug.

EVENT NEWS•IMCZNEWS
Seleger Moor

IMCZ

Visit Seleger Moor on
Saturday May 15th from
5:00pm to 7:00pm

Introducing…new members

THE IMCZ WELCOMES:
Stephen Will is from the United
Kingdom and has recently been
relocated in Switzerland. He lives
and works in Rotkreuz.

Spreading over 120 hectares in nearby
Rifferswil, the Seleger Moor holds the
largest collection of rhododendrons and
azaleas in Switzerland, along with a fern
garden, water lilies, numerous other horticultural gems and a surprising collection
of birds and other animals.

Mark Furrer is Swiss, speaks
German and English. He enjoys
tennis, golf, eating well, clocks
and having a good time with
family and friends. He lives in
Luzern and works in Aldingswil
in the field of brand design and
communication. Mark is yet
another referral of Ermano.

The moor presents a sensual paradise: a
burgeoning flood of colors in blossom and
leaf, in shape, size and variety. The ears
and nose are no less enticed, since
brooks gurgle throughout, frogs splash
into ponds and the chatter and call of
birds can be heard in the background.
Flowers' delicate and indelicate aromas
pervade the atmosphere, including that of
the infamous yellow skunk cabbage.

Jürg Monstein Jürg is 45 years
old, Swiss, married with one 6
years old daughter. He speaks
German, French and English.
His sporting activities include
cycling, jogging, skiing and
occasional visits to the gym.
His passion, however, is devoted
to watches. He worked in the
watch industry for many years,
but had changed his job recently.
Now he is working in Luzern in
the field of Human Resources.
He lives in Wettwil am Albis and
is looking forward to participate
in several IMCZ functions.

Three kilometers of paths wind through
shrubs and trees, alongside sumptuous
gardens, creeks and ponds, bringing visitors in touch with the park's offerings,
instituted by Robert Seleger in 1953 and
now operating as a foundation under the
patronage of Migros Zurich.
Seleger Moor is in the Rifferswil area just
a few kilometers from Zug on the road
between Baar and Affoltern am Albis. It is
well sign-posted.

New Members
Reception

Ulf Hallman is Swedish speaks
Swedish, English and some
French. He likes sports, travels
and meeting people.
Charles Tanner is Swiss, lives
in Rotkreuz and works in Zug.
Speaks German and English.

Thursday May 6th
from 6:00pm to 8:00pm
This year's Spring NMR will be held on Thursday, May 6th at
the Parkhotel. Drinks and hors d'oeuvres are provided by the
club to any attending member “in good standing” We hope to
see both new and “veteran” IMCZ members at the NMR on
May 6th!

IMCZ BOARD MEMBERS

Stephen Pye is British, speaks
English and French and enjoys
music, cooking, skiing and rugby.

Tuomas Haavisto comes to
us from Finland, speaks Finnish,
Swedish and Engish. A recent
arrival in Switzerland, he lives
in Zug.

Board Member bios are posted under the
following link: http://www.imcz.com/Board.asp.
Go ahead and check them out!
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HEALTH•IMCZNEWS
Food Allergies & Co. featuring
special guest Soy

Contributed by IMCZ member Remo P. Jutzeler van Wijlen,
Head R&D Sponser Sports Food Ing. Appl Food Sciences,
MAS Nutrition & Health ETHZ

Most probably genes play a bigger role than generally thought in
developing an allergy. And it is also believed that an overly hygienic
environment during childhood may pander to developing allergies.
Accordingly there are hints that growing up with pets, or on a farm, is
correlated with lower incidences of allergies.
Nevertheless, there are means to diminish the risk of developing
allergies. First of all, breastfeeding during the first 4-6 months is
absolutely recommended – even when the
mother already has an allergy! The allergy
transmitting immunoglobulines IgE antibodies
do not transfer to mother’s milk, whereas the
protecting IgA antibodies and T-lymphocytes
do. These are protecting from food allergies,
particularly from cow’s milk allergy, and also
neurodermatitis. As an important side note:
lactose (milk sugar) intolerance is not an allergy
in contrast to milk (protein) allergy. I will
dedicate a separate column to lactose intolerance another time. By the way, celiac disease
is no allergy, either. It is an autoimmune
disorder with intolerant reactions to gluten,
but there is no IgE and histamine formation as
a marker of a true allergy.
Considering real food allergies there are interesting – but commonly
unknown – facts. First of all, respiratory allergies with 10-20%
prevalence in the population are far more common than food allergies
(0.3-7.5% in children, 1.4-2.4% in adults). Allergies to food additives
are even less common (Wüthrich, Mitt Lebensm hyg, 2002). On
the other hand, some correlations are very difficult to detect
and far from obvious. Or did you know that moderate (here we
are again with this scientific-lyric term;-) alcohol consumption
of as less as one beer or a glass of wine per week (!) is enough
to double the risk of neurodermatitis for newborns, preconditioned both parents are already allergic? Taking more than four
drinks a week quadruples this risk (Linneberg, Clin Exp Allergy,
2004). The most prevalent paediatric food allergies were
defined in a study on 355 allergic children (1-9 years old) in
Spain: 30-34% were allergic to eggs and fish, 24% to cow’s
milk, 21% to fruits, 19% to pulses, 8% to other vegetables,
3% to meat, but only 1% to cereals (Crespo, Pediatric Allergy
Immunol, 1995). Importantly, childhood allergies mostly outgrow during adolescence!
More specific triggers of food allergies in adulthood have been
determined in about 400 patients in two separate studies in
Switzerland. The single most prevalent allergen was celery
(43%), followed by hazelnuts (37%), carrots and apples (25%),
milk and cheese (16%), peanuts (13%), eggs (12%), and fish
(7%). These data stems from 1978-1994 and does not include
the pulse soy (Wüthrich, Allergologie, 1993+1998). In Canada,
the 9 priority food allergens are peanuts, tree nuts, sesame
seeds, milk, eggs, seafood (fish, crustaceans and shellfish),
soy, wheat and sulphites, a food additive often used in wine
production (Health Canada, www.hc-sc.gc.ca). Also the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
includes soy in its list of the 8 most significant food allergens.
Conversely, soy has a long history of successful use in
managing cow’s milk allergies in infants. But for several reasons feeding newborns solely with soy-based baby formulas is
discouraged from paediatricians and nutrition organisations

nowadays. Phytate content in soy-based formulas can reduce
absorption of minerals such as phosphorus, iron, zinc, and possibly
iodine. Of 125 newborns fed with soy-based baby formulas 32% were
diagnosed with osteopenia (low bone mineral density) and rachitis
(disturbed bone growth) in spite of extra calcium and vitamin D
in those formulas (Kulkarni+Callenbach, J Pediatr, 1980+81).
Furthermore, soy contains a high content of the phytoestrogens called
isoflavones leading to much higher plasma levels in babies receiving
soy formulas compared with milk-based formulas (factor 100!) or
breast milk (factor 200!). Exclusively soy formula-fed babies could
ingest the 8-25 fold higher
amounts of isoflavones than
what already would slightly
change a woman’s menstrual
cycle! For this reason,
Paediatric organisations do not
recommend soy-based formulas to substitute for milk-based
ones and consider soy formulas not an appropriate nutrition
on a regular basis for partly or
non-breastfed babies. Finally,
a causal correlation between
soy-based baby nutrition and
later development of peanut
allergy is suspected. Still, immunological evidence about soy is scarce
and – as it is true for many supposed allergic reactions - adverse
reactions on soy protein.

really cool photography.
sumnersgraphics.com
sumners@databaar.ch
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CULTURE•IMCZNEWS
F. Scott Fitzgerald,The Great Gatsby
by IMCZ member Andrew DeBoo

In a recent meeting at the Stadt- and
Kantonsbibliothek Zug, the Reading Circle for
English Language Literature discussed
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby.
When America looks for glitter in its past,
especially as portrayed in literature, F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby presents an
unequalled portrait of the glamorous and
swanky, dashing and comely in well-cut
clothes, tipsy to their fingernails on joie de
vivre. Since its publication in 1925,
Fitzgerald’s slim, vibrant volume rose to both
critical and popular acclaim, and now ranks
as one of the 20th century’s best novels,
firmly fixed in the American canon.
Its exemplary status notwithstanding, the
novel is also clearly of its time, deriving much
of its thrill and force from the circumstances
and developments of the early 1920s, which
must also be understood for the book to be

considered relevant or even interesting.
People drive cars, make great use of electricity and lighting, and avail themselves of the
telephone, all technological developments of
the era which are no cause for wonder today.
The ease and speed with which things can be
accomplished are intoxicating, and the tale
sets a heady pace.
Nick Carraway, a Midwestern boy, comes
from a family of hardware wholesalers, an apt
stereotype for suggesting that merits of hard
work and solid family values are intimate and
strong components of his background. He
has nevertheless received his university-level
education at Yale in New Haven, Connecticut,
and in the spring of 1922 he goes east to New
York to learn the bond market.
This rather vague occupational description is
one of Fitzgerald’s purposeful choices. He
alerts readers to developments of the era that
drew great attention, such as this example of
financial markets generally, that swelled and

even frothed with interest as capital poured
in, though all the while the gossip and excited conversation, exchange of latest tips and
rumors took place primarily between people
who compensated their penury of concrete
knowledge through the hyperbole of their
opinions. People knew someone who had
spoken with an acquaintance with ‘a reliable
man in New York.’ The degradation of factual
vigor, like ripples receding from a sole, pointsource impulse, did not seem to matter.
The learning, as Nick discovers, requires a
certain amount of book study and mostly
long hours of work, usually ending late in the
day when he goes to have his dinner alone.
His circumstances do not make him entirely
lonely, however. He has a cousin, Daisy
Buchanan, who lives nearby with her
husband Tom, also a graduate of Yale, and
by way of having dinner at their house one
evening he meets Jordan Baker, a professional female golfer, though whether she is a lady
remains open for debate. Ms. Baker informs
Nick at the first opportunity that evening that
Tom Buchanan has a mistress, about whom
Daisy must surely know, though she cleverly
avoids the subject with her flights of fancy,
attention to clothes, party atmosphere and
pursuit of entertainment.
Carraway also happens to be renting a bungalow in the shadow of the estate of Jay
Gatsby, who as Nick has witnessed from
beyond the fence, displays lavish talent for
stylish and uproarious parties, awash in
champagne and other alcoholic beverages
despite the prevailing laws of Prohibition,
which have been in force since 1919.
Gatsby’s guests dance and sing to jazz
bands, feast on the catered food and march
about the property, the house and yard lit up
like a stadium, into the wee hours of the
morning, then pile into their automobiles and
drive away again back into the city.
When he receives a formal invitation to attend
such a bash from one of Gatsby’s butlers, Nick
has first-hand opportunity to see how lavish
the host’s generosity can be, champagne in
glasses stacked high in pyramids on buffet
tables across a patio, full-size orchestras for
non-stop entertainment, and the people who
show up, all party-seekers dragged there
by friends who were snuck in the last time,
sousing and carousing, sparkling with
innuendo and other jewels, though none of
them can profess to know Gatsby personally
or have better than third-hand knowledge of
how the man is professionally occupied.
Jordan Baker is one of the people he meets
there, a coincidence which fosters a blossoming acquaintance.
Nick does meet Gatsby, and over a period of
weeks Nick repeatedly benefits from his
neighbor’s hospitality, whether they meet for
lunch or go out on a boat or Gatsby invites

him to another of his parties. Nick’s connection to Daisy Buchanan is of inordinate interest to Gatsby, and eventually Nick learns of
Daisy’s and Gatsby’s history, of how taken
they were with each other before the Great
War, how Daisy’s marriage to Tom Buchanan
occurred under circumstances of pining separation from Gatsby coupled with urgent
desire on Daisy’s part for settlement in her
life, how Gatsby has been hoping to reconnect with her ever since. Gatsby had literally
remade himself as a young man to come into
contact with her, separating himself from his
background and family. Being so smitten with
this young woman who represented so much
of what he had always hoped to achieve, he
could not accept the fact that time had
passed or that she, young as she was, would
have made a mature decision about how to
conduct the rest of her life. Gatsby sets a
grim course to remake Daisy’s history as he
has so radically reshaped himself.
Gatsby conspires to have Nick invite his
cousin—just her, no husband—out to his
bungalow, and then he appears as next-door
neighbor. The surprise meeting has its
desired effect: Gatsby and Daisy begin an
affair. This could be interpreted as tit-for-tat
settlement between Daisy Buchanan and her
husband Tom, and this sort of moral relativism is played out by many people. Nick
Carraway as narrator is also not immune.
He gradually becomes involved with Jordan
Baker, even though he is still writing weekly letters to someone back home and signing them
“Love, Nick.” That Tom Buchanan is a philanderer was known from early on, and the
ambiguity surrounding Gatsby’s occupation
has him being a bootlegger, a spy, a murderer,
and extensively involved in pharmaceuticals.
Veracity and mendacity are themes throughout in the way people deal with each other
and what is revealed about them, perhaps
unwittingly from their own lips, so to speak.
Nick Carraway professes only very limited
attendance at Gatsby’s weekend evening
galas, but then at one point trots out an
incredibly long and detailed guest list, full
of anecdotes and nasty bits, seemingly
unbeknownst revealing himself to be an avid,
or even rabid, social climber. The dubiousness implicit in all the characters leaves the
reader struggling to assemble an adequate,
satisfying sense of truth as the story moves
forward by trying to snatch and hold fast
to the various fragmentary truths that the
characters do possess.
Despite the mysterious aura that surrounds
him, it begins to appear that Gatsby may be
the only person amid all the striving, vaulting
and climbing, who is pursuing an ideal. He
remains in the grip of a fantasy formed
around the time of his earlier encounters with
Daisy, how engrossed he was after he
divorced himself from his own background
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with the attainment of material wealth and
splendor, a cathexis in his infatuation with the
charming, beautiful young woman, who grew
up carefree and surrounded by everything
Gatsby desired. This was before the time of
Tom Buchanan, and in his obsession Gatsby
hopes to obtain her public announcement and
assurance that she never, ever loved the man
who is now her husband and the father of her
child, thereby accomplishing the realization of
convoluted, extrapolated hopes and desires.
For a man who denied himself utterly to
become what he is, to succeed in this
endeavor to transmute others into his own
reality is a disastrous impossibility. It can

almost only mean blood, death, an atmosphere as murky as the cloudy depths of a
backyard pool, stained with waves of red.
And such is the end to which the novel
mounts, following which there is rain, days of
it, dreariness, and the weariness of facing the
fact that certain facts must unavoidably be
faced. The glittery image that appears in the
mirror is, in the end, a reality.
Other meetings in 2010 will discuss the
following texts on the given dates:
06.05. Beloved, Toni Morrison
10.06. Half a Yellow Sun,
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

12.08.
16.09.
21.10.
02.12.

Tree of Smoke, Denis Johnson
Wolf Hall, Hilary Mantel
Cat’s Eye, Margaret Atwood
The Children's Book, A.S. Byatt

The meeting dates are Thursdays, chosen by
popular vote, and begin in the Dachraum
of the city and cantonal library at 19:30 h.
The Circle has a current membership of
roughly ten people, and would welcome the
active participation of a few more men! For
further information please contact Andrew
DeBoo at a.deboo@language-refinery.com.

BUSINESS/FINANCE•IMCZ
This section has been temporarily discontinued. Should you be willing to contribute, please let the Board know.

SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY•
Internet Protocol version 6 Ready,

IPv6 Ready
Next time you want to read the NZZ on line,
do not type “NZZglobal.ch” on your Internet
Explorer or Firefox, instead try typing
194.40.232.81 what do you see? You will get
exactly the same page as NZZglobal.ch.
Indeed every URL translates into a group of
four up to three digit numbers. URL stands
for Uniform Resource Locator, simply a
mouthful for a site name. Each site name
translates into a unique Internet address.
When the Internet was first designed, the
maximum number of addresses it could
handle was 2 to the power 32 or 4’295 million
different addresses [232=4’294’967’296].
Well we are slowly approaching this limit. The
spread of the Internet has been truly phenomenal, especially with both India and China
becoming Internet wise. What is more, new
technologies like intelligent meters, and sensors shall all require individual Internet
addresses. If intelligent electric cars’ charging
and discharging becomes a reality then each
battery of a car shall require its own Internet
address. If the spread of WLAN (Wireless
Local Area Network) continues, then even
more addresses would be needed. In other
words the present capacity is expected to be
completely used up within two years.
You may rightly ask: What has the IP (Internet
Protocol) got to do with the number of
addresses of Internet sites? Well here I like to
pause and point out a cardinal issue about
the Internet which many of you may not know

Contributed by IMCZ Secretary and Interim Editor Muthana Kubba
or are not fully aware of. From its inception its
beauty was due to the fact that it can’t be
censored, blocked or indeed damaged. The
success of the Internet and its march to
becoming the most important single innovation humanity had ever known, is due to one
and only one single aspect of it, namely how
information is transported across it.
Information is transported in “Packets”, if you
like in bursts of equal size. Each packet
includes the addresses of the recipient (destination), the sender and of course the information to be transported. The packets do not
need to take the same path to their destination; each packet or group of packets can
take whichever path happens to be free. They

also do not need to arrive at the right
sequence at the destination. The recipient
can re-assemble them in the right sequence,
because each packet has a number indicating its position in the stream of data. What is
even more important is that if a packet is corrupted or has an error, the recipient can
request the sender to send the corrupted
packets again. Of course all this takes place
in milliseconds and most of us are unaware of
what goes on when we Google something or
visit a site on the Internet.
Of course, for the Internet to function the
structure of the addresses and packets has to
be strictly defined and adhered to by everyone, otherwise it shall not function. This is
called the Internet Protocol. Version 4 of
which is what we now use. However, due to
the limitations mentioned above, a new IP
has been proposed and approved, Version 6.
In this version the maximum number of
address shall be 2 raised to the power 128.
This is truly a huge number and should suffice
at least till the end of the 21st century.
It shall take at least 10 years for the new
protocol IPv6 to be adopted universally.
There are several technologies already
available to bring IPv6 connectivity to IPv4
users or vice versa. I can imagine that during
the transitional period most applications shall
be made useable by both protocols.
Something similar to what we have now with
the ubiquitous program Word, it is either
version 97 with extension .doc or it is Word
2007 with extension .docx.
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From the
LANES…

SPORTS•IMCZNEWS
On Strike at the Cherry Bowl

The Cherry Bowl remains one of the most popular activities of the IMCZ. Thanks to Stephen it has developed its own dynamic and momentum.
This has also become a joint event with IWCZ. Check the dates at the agenda on the top and learn more from the special site at:
http://www.entourage-butterworth.net/bowling/other/calendar.html

From the
SLOPES...

Deep Snow Skiing in Laax
Ski Review

The IMCZ Spring Ski Trip to Flims Laax Falera on the weekend of April 10th and 11th was
a great success. Members, Ron Sumners, Roger Dixon, Robert Hoogendoorn, Will Ellis and
Joe Dow enjoyed two days of great weather and surprisingly ample and good quality snow
in the White Arena.

Contributed by IMCZ member Joe Dow

The group caught the 5:58 train out of Zug on Saturday morning and dropped their excess
gear at the Hotel Vorab on their way to the Bergbahn at Flims. Ron, being a non-skier, rode
the gondolas and chairlifts scoping out future locations for the upcoming IMCZ ski movie
starring Roger Dixon. The rest of the group skied the pistes above and below Nargens for
most of the day and made a side trip down to the Grauberg area including the winding trail
down to Startgels. It was still possible to ski all the way to the village of Flims and the boys
braved the large moguls, heavy crud and threaded the ribbon of snow at the bottom to
make it to the Iglu bar for a well-deserved libation.
Roger, Ron and Joe stayed over Saturday night at the Hotel Vorab and had a nice dinner
and a lot of beer at the Surselva Brewery in Flims Waldhaus. On Sunday, Roger and Joe
continued exploring the pistes around Scansinas and met up with Ron for lunch at Nargens.
It was a lot of fun and hopefully next year will be as good!
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www.SELECTIONS
by IMCZ member David Harris
All web sites included in this series are offered in an unbiased way and do not always reflect
my personal views; the reasons for bringing them to your attention are that I found them
interesting, perhaps offering another point of view and definitely worthy of note.

IQ TEST
www.iqtest.com
This original IQ test is alleged to be the most scientifically valid IQ test available on the web
today. Previously offered only to corporations, schools, and in certified professional applications,
it is now available to you. In addition to measuring your general IQ, the exclusive test assesses
your performance in 13 different areas of intelligence, revealing your key cognizant strengths
and weaknesses.

Population
www.optimumpopulation.org/
Concerned about the speed of global warming? About food, water and energy scarcity - the
effects of overpopulation on a plundered planet? About the world failure to stabilise population?
World population is projected to rise from today's 6.8 billion to 9.15 billion in 2050. The World
Population Clock is ticking. We are rapidly destabilising our climate and destroying the natural
world on which we depend for future life.

Web Cams World-wide
www.earthcam.com
Follow live web-cam news around the world. A fascinating site – be prepared to spend hours.
Through EarthCam's LIVE webcams, you can see the hustle and bustle of Times Square,
catch the action on the Vegas Strip, watch a sunrise over London's Big Ben, and enjoy
beautiful sunsets in St. Thomas. Explore your planet LIVE NOW.

Newspapers Worldwide
www.onlinenewspapers.com
Thousands of world newspapers at your fingertips.

HUMOR•IMCZNEWS

Contributed by
IMCZ member Roger Brooks

The Thermodynamics of Hell
A retiring physical chemistry professor was setting his last exam,
for a graduate course in statistical thermodynamics. Being a bit
bored with it all, and with a well kept and wry sense of humour,
he set a single question on the sheet:

Is Hell endothermic or exothermic?
Support you answer with a proof.
He had little idea what to expect, or how to grade the results, but
decided to reward any student who was able to come up with a
reasonable and consistent reply to his query. One A was awarded.
Most of the students wrote proofs of their beliefs using Boyle's
Law or some variant. The top student however wrote the
following answer:
“First, we postulate that if souls exist, then they must have some
mass. If they do, then a mole of souls can also have a mass. So, at
what rate are souls moving into hell and at what rate are souls leaving? I think that we can safely assume that once a soul gets to hell,
it will not leave. Therefore, no souls are leaving. As for souls entering
hell, lets look at the different religions that exist in the world today.
Some of these religions state that if you are not a member of their
religion, you will go to hell. Since there are more than one of these

religions and people do not belong to more than one religion,
we can project that all people and all souls go to hell.
With birth and death rates as they are, we can expect the number
of souls in hell to increase exponentially.
Now, we look at the rate of change in volume in hell. Boyle's Law
states that in order for the temperature and pressure in hell to stay
the same, the ratio of the mass of souls and volume needs to stay
constant. There are two possible conditions. One, if hell is
expanding at a slower rate than the rate t which souls enter hell,
then the temperature and pressure in hell will increase exponentially
until all hell breaks loose. Conversely, if hell is expanding at a rate
faster than the increase of souls in hell, than the temperature and
pressure will drop until hell freezes over, condition two.
We can solve this with the 1990 postulation of Theresa LeClair,
the girl who lived across the hall from me in first year residence.
Since I have still not been successful in obtaining sexual relations
with her, condition two above has not been met, and thus it can
be concluded that condition one is true, and hell is exothermic.“
endothermic: characterized by or formed with absorption of heat
exothermic: characterized by or formed with evolution of heat
IMCZNEWS April 2010
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Welcome to a classic pub at its best!

Try from our large selection
of International Beers
Full selection of international
Sports on 5 screens
Open for lunch and
Dinners, serving
traditional Pub Food

Special Events
Throughout the year!

P U B E V E N TS
Sundays are Game days at Pickwick Zug
Enjoy a quiet game of darts, chess or
backgammon, or a not-so-quiet game of giant Jenga.
For two people or twenty (or more) come down
and have some fun.

Mr. Pickwick Pub, Alpenstrasse 11, 6300 Zug
Tel. 041 711 10 04
pwzg@gastrag.ch
www.pickwick.ch

The no. 1 sports pub in town
A great selection of beers
Classic pub food
A British way of life

PZULEZ•IMCZNEWS
Only one correct solution was received,
from Roger Brooks. Congratulations
Roger, your drinks for the next
Stammtisch are on the house.
In order to be fair to everyone, especially
those who receive the Newsletter by mail,
and to remove the pressure of the time
factor, the winner shall be drawn from all
the correct solutions received on or before
the press day, April 25th. You have all the
time in the world to solve this month’s
puzzle, and send the solution on or before
February 25!. The easiest form to send the
solution is nine rows of nine numbers in
a Word document or an email. This month’s
Sudoku is a bit more difficult than the
previous ones, but quite straight forward.
The hint to note the frequency of the
digits still applies.
In every Sudoku, every digit between 1
and 9 occurs exactly once in each row,
column and 3x3 square. Please send
your answers to muthana@trasco.ch

Sudoku
7

Solution to March 2010 Puzzle:

5

5 3 1 4 6 5 7 8 9

1 9
3 2
6 3

4

4

2 9 4 7 5 8 6 1 3

9

8 6 7 1 9 3 2 4 5
5

7 4 3 8 1 9 5 6 2
1 2 5 6 3 7 4 9 8

9

2
4
6
2

3 8

6 8 9 5 2 4 3 7 1

8 3

4 5 6 2 8 1 9 3 7

7 1

3 7 8 9 4 5 1 2 6

4

9 1 2 3 7 6 8 5 4

BITS AND •IMCZNEWS
Members'
Marketplace
Are you selling your yacht (harboured in Piraeus)?
Your Aston-Martin old-timer with the roll top roof?
A gorgeous view of the Bay of Biscay,
with a little bit of house attached?
Or are you cashing in the half of your stamp
collection that is finally worth something?
Perhaps you're looking for all of these things?

Then ADVERTISE here,
in the IMCZ News;
The Members' Marketplace is reserved for unformatted
advertisements of 150 characters (approx. 3 lines) of text. These
are free of charge to IMCZ members. Advertisements must be
submitted as illustrated below. Longer advertisements cost CHF 30.Example: FOR SALE: gorgeous view of Bay of Biscay
with stunning sunsets and high waves. Wee house (12 rooms), dock
and yacht included. Call Bill at 041 123 4567.

Farewell … adieu
The IMCZ wishes well to:
Thomas Brandhof • Anthony Ahr •
Christen Oesterbye • Jeff Graetz •
Gary Hibbett • Mikael Haglund •
Jeremy Yager • Mike Jackson

Members' Marketplace
Want to create a new or amend an existing web-site but do not
have the time or technical knowledge? Contact me for reasonable
rates and optimized results. Stephen Butterworth,
Spb@entourage-butterworth.net

IMCZ board member and certified Software Engineer with over a
decade of experience, Hal Trufan, is seeking new employment.
For CV and recommendations see his LinkedIn page at
http://ch.linkedin.com/in/htrufan or email him at
hal.trufan@mensa.ch.

IMCZNEWS Advertising Rates
Circulation: 255 plus online download.
Issued: Monthly
Format: A4 vertical, full color.
Ad content delivery:
electronic by e-mail, .pdf, .jpg, .gif
Advertising Rates:
• Full page, A4 vertical. (19 x 27.7 cm),
Fr. 200.• 1/2 Page, A5 horizontal (19 x 13.5 cm),
Fr. 110.• 1/3 Page, vertical (6.3 x 27.7 cm),
Fr. 85.• 1/3 Page, horizontal (19 x 9.2 cm),
Fr. 85.• 1/4 Page, A6 vertical (9.2 x 13.5 cm),
Fr. 60.• 1/4 Page, horizontal (19 x 6.9 cm),
Fr. 60.• Business Card (9.2 x 6.45 cm)
Fr. 45.Extra costs may be incurred for typesetting, special formatting, etc.
IMCZ Members receive a 20% discount on advertisement costs.
Place your ad for an extended period and receive a discount: get seven months
of advertising for six months paid, or receive twelve months for the price of ten.
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